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The rise and fall of the 
infomediary
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Infomediaries’ second chance

• PIMs “data trustees” (Monopolkommission, 2019)

• Data intermediaries enabling data sharing, data 
processing services, payment and clearing services and 
legal services (OECD, 2019)

• GDPR-driven infomediation (2018): Access, portability, 
explanation
• Portability also from Digital Content Directive and Reg. on Free Flow 

for Non-Personal Data
• Explanation also in new consumer framework and P2BF Reg
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1) Right of Access

Art. 15: Right to access one’s own personal data, and…
• Purpose of processing 
• Categories of data
• Recipients or categories of recipients
• Retention period
• Sources of additional data
• Existence of automated decision-making

Free of charge, 1 month limit, electronic form
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Potential for collective exercise
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Mahieu, R. & Asghari, H. & van Eeten, M. (2018). Collectively exercising the right of access: individual effort, societal 
effect. Internet Policy Review, 7(3) 



2) Right to Data Portability

Art. 20:  right to receive the personal data …. in a structured, 
commonly used and machine-readable format and have 
the right to transmit those data to another controller 
without hindrance from the controller to which the data 
have been provided 

A29WP Conditions:  
(a) personal data concerning the data subject;
(b) provided by the data subject;
(c) not adversely affecting rights and freedoms of others
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Limited interoperability

Common formats may enable “syntactic” interoperability, i.e. 
the transfer of “data from a source system to a target 
system using data formats that can be decoded on the 
target system”. Not semantic ”interoperability, defined as 
transferring data to a target such that the meaning of the 
data model is understood.

Example:
"timestamp": 1477442502, "data": [{ 

"comment": {
"What a beautiful picture that is!", "author": "Alan Aaronson" 

} }], 
"title": "Alan Aaronson commented on Brandi Barnacle's photo."

Nicholas G. and Weinberg M. , ‘Data Portability and Platform Competition: Is User Data Exported From 
Facebook Actually Useful to Competitors?’, NYU Engelberg Centre Paper 2019
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Data Transfer Project

© Data Transfer Project Overview and Fundamentals8



3) Rights to explanation for 
automated decision-making

Art 22: right not to be subject to decision based solely on automated 
processing…which produces legal effects or significantly affects him 
or her.

Exemption in case of explicit consent or necessity for contract
But art. 22 (3) safeguards in such cases:

(a) the right to obtain human intervention on the part of the controller
(b) the right to express his or her point of view
(c) the right to contest the decision

…and/or the right to explanation (recital 71)
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Additional information rights & 
duties

Art 13- 14: duty to inform on… the existence of automated 
decision-making....and at least in those cases, 
meaningful information about the logic involved, the 
significance and the envisaged consequences for the data 
subject (X)

Art 15: right of access…to personal data and information on 
X
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A concrete example
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4) Changes in enforcement
• Fines & DPOs

• Accountability

• Burden of proof

• Privacy by design & by default

• Codes of conduct & certification 

• Representation of data subjects by non-profit entity with statutory objectives 
in the public interest, including compensation where admitted by MS law
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PIMS
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(c) Ctrl 
Shift



New intermediation model  
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From reactive to proactive 
engagement
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A paradigm shift that cannot 
be missed…



…and can expand to other 
markets
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Systemic consequences?
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Threats to competition

• Exclusive dealing
• + research needed on critical mass & interrelation of complements

• Raising rivals’ costs
• Beyond GDPR portability

• Abuse of fiduciary relationship
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Partial or Incomplete market coverage
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Possible theory of harm:

- Self-preferencing

- Exclusion by 
misrepresentation, with 
high burden of proof for 
materiality



The challenge is likely to become 
even more significant…

Over ½ of Alexa’s first recommendation was a product from the “Amazon’s Choice” 
algorithm, which implies a well-rated Prime product.

In categories in which Amazon has a private brand, 17% recommendations are private-label 
products, even though they make up just 2% of volume sold. 

”We do not guarantee that Alexa or its functionality or content (including traffic, health, or 
stock information) is accurate, reliable, always available, or complete”
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…and sensitive
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Qualification of infomediaries under DP 
law? 

Controller: “natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, 
alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the 
processing of personal data ”.

Key choices concern the essential elements (so called effective means) of 
processing, such as selecting the data to be processed or the third parties that 
may have access to it.

Useful elements are the level of prior instruction given by the data controller; 
the monitoring by the data controller of the level of the service; the visibility 
towards data subjects; the expertise of the parties; the autonomous 
decision-making power left to the various parties
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Example: Cozy Cloud
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Example: Citizenme
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Example: Digi.me
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The challenge of decentralized 
responsibility: Hub of All Things

Overarching architecture consisting of a database schema, a 
data logic layer and an API which allows information to be 
categorised and transacted on uniform terms.

HAT providers offer the physical infrastructure for storage 
and analysis (cloud-based, server-based or hybrid) 

Dataset providers offer access to aggregate data
Algorithms providers offer data analytics capabilities, e.g. 

insights about digital life and recommendations or nudges
Rules defined by HAT foundation, can be customized by 

HAT providers and users in a way that is scalable 
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AG Bot & ECJ in Wirtschaftsakademie (C-
210/16)

“Using filters, a fan page administrator can define a personalised 
audience, which enables him not only to narrow down the group of 
people to whom information relating to his commercial offer will be 
published, but also, and most importantly, to designate the 
categories of people whose personal data will be collected by 
Facebook”. 

“Actively involving fan page administrators in the observance of the rules 
on the protection of personal data by designating them as controllers 
is likely to have the ripple effect of encouraging the social networking 
platform itself to comply with those rules”

(cf. ECJ referring to “more complete protection”)
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Main arguments for extension 
of responsibility

Page admin uses FB tool to its material benefit (better insights into the profile of 
its users) and for the creation of the relationship with the data subject, which 
would not have happened without the contribution of the page administrator 
(necessary intervention)

New criterion! Relying on necessary intervention only would extend controller 
status to all infrastructure providers enabling personalization

Other possible criterion: “ripple effect” with full compliance requirements only on 
essential/critical infrastructures?

• Could also be imposed as part of licensing requirements for PIMs
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Further expansion in Jehovan 
todistajat (C-25/17)

The wording [does not support] a finding that the determination of the 
purpose and means of processing must be carried out by the use of
written guidelines or instructions from the controller.

A natural or legal person who exerts influence over the processing of 
personal data, for his own purposes.

By organising, coordinating and encouraging the preaching activities 
of its members intended to spread its faith, participates, jointly with its 
members who engage in preaching, in determining the purposes and 
means 
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Fashion ID- resp. for social media 
plugins (Case C-40/17)

Benefit: free publicity in conjunction with the use of the social 
plugin by a Facebook user

Intervention: directly sets the parameters of data collection 
through the installation of the plug-in 

However, law should never be interpreted in such a way that 
the “obligations provided therein cannot actually be carried 
out by its addressees”--> phase-based processing

Alternative solutions not contemplated by ECJ
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Practical consequences

Joint & several liability (art. 82 GDPR), but what principles for 
internal allocation?

Respective roles and responsibilities (Google Spain)

Limitations: prove that they are not in any way responsible
for the event giving rise to the damage (Art. 82 (2) GDPR).

• Expansion of vicarious/contributory liability could de facto swallow art. 
82 (2)

• Connection with art. 2 (4): no prejudice to article 12-15 of Directive 
2000/31 
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Looking for a better model: 
data cooperatives

Promising ways to address some of the trust concerns and 
reinforce consumer empowerment
Challenges in data protection assessment: 

• Qualification as joint controllers escaped if no economic benefit?
• If not, what responsibilities and liabilities?

Challenges in antitrust assessment about use of pooled data:
• + difficult to establish market power of a data pool
• Data not clearly as substitutable like patents
• Less of a concern when exchange of info is aggregate & concerning 

decisions, as opposed to raw data (Asnef Equifax, John Deere)
• Safe harbour for standardization where participation is unrestricted, 

the procedure is transparent, there is no obligation to comply with the 
standard, and access to it is on FRAND terms
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Requisites & Obligations for data 
coops

• Common purpose/beneficiary- defined bottom up/top down

• Duty of loyalty
• Duty against self dealing 
• Duty of honesty

• Duty of care
• Accomplishment of the purpose
• Legal compliance
• Safety and security of data

• Accountability 

• Independence



Key trust issues

Design issues

Delegation and identification issues
Are infomediaries going to further process the data stored 

within their ecosystem?
Enhanced value creation: verified data services?



Thank you!

• Questions? Thoughts?

N.zingales@leeds.ac.uk
@JusTechne

http://leeds.ac.uk

